Abstract. We study the density of complex critical points of a real random SO(m + 1) polynomial in m variables. In a previous paper [Mac09], the author used the Poincaré-Lelong formula to show that the density of complex zeros of a system of these real random polynomials rapidly approaches the density of complex zeros of a system of the corresponding complex random polynomials, the SU (m + 1) polynomials. In this paper, we use the KacRice formula to prove an analogous result: the density of complex critical points of one of these real random polynomials rapidly approaches the density of complex critical points of the corresponding complex random polynomial. In one variable, we give an exact formula and a scaling limit formula for the density of critical points of the real random SO(2) polynomial as well as for the density of critical points of the corresponding complex random SU (2) polynomial.
Introduction
The density of real (resp. complex) zeros of random polynomials in one and several variables with real (resp. complex) Gaussian coefficients has been studied by many. See, for example, [Kac48] , [Ric54] , [BBL92] , [BBL96] , [Han96] , and [EK95] . In one variable, Shepp and Vanderbei [SV95] , Ibragimov and Zeitouni [IZ97] , and Prosen [Pro96] have studied complex zeros of real polynomials. Prosen followed Hannay's approach and found both an unscaled and a scaled density formula for the complex zeros of a random polynomial with independent real Gaussian coefficients. One consequence of Prosen's unscaled density formula is that, away from the real line, the density of complex zeros of a random SO(2) polynomial, which is the polynomial given by
where a j is a real standard Gaussian random variable, rapidly approaches the density of complex zeros of a random SU (2) polynomial, which is the polynomial given by
convergence, recovering Prosen's single variable result [Pro96] for the SO(2) polynomials, and also showed the convergence to be exponential. In Theorem 1 in [Mac09] , the author generalized this result to the density of zeros of a random SO(m + 1) polynomial system in m variables (defined below). Figure 1 illustrates this convergence in the case m = 1. Note that the density functions are normalized so that the density in the complex coefficients case is the constant function 1. In this paper, we use a generalized Kac-Rice formula for systems of real polynomials to prove an analogous result for the density of critical points of a random SO(m + 1) polynomial in m variables. This convergence can also been seen in Figure 1 .
1.1. Density of zeros. Consider h m,N = (f 1,N , ... , f m,N ) : C m → C m , where f q,N is a polynomial of the form f q,N (z) = , has associated measure dγ, and where we are using standard multi-index notation. Let
where c ∈ C D N , and δ R D N is the delta measure on
Here dγ cx corresponds to the standard complex Gaussian coefficients case, where we are considering the random SU (m + 1) polynomial
δ z denote the distribution corresponding to the zeros of h m,N (z). Here, δ z is the Dirac delta function at z, so Z h m,N (z) is a collection of deltas located at the zeros of h. E γ (Z h m,N (z) ) denotes the density of the zeros of h with respect to the measure dγ. We now restate the result in [Mac09] on the density of zeros: The density of complex zeros of a random SO(2) polynomial for N = 10, 25, 100. Because of symmetries, it is sufficient to plot the density along the imaginary axis for 0 < y ≤ 1. Here we have normalized so that the density of zeros of a random SU (2) polynomial is the constant function 1.
(Right) The density of complex critical points of a random SO(2) polynomial for N = 10, 25, 100, plotted along the imaginary axis for 0 < y ≤ 1. Again, we have normalized so that the density of critical points of a random SU (2) polynomial is the constant function 1. In both cases, the density is converging to 1.
Theorem 1 (Theorem 1 in [Mac09] ).
for all z ∈ C m \R m , where λ z is a positive constant that depends continuously on z. The explicit formula for λ z is
Also, for compact sets K ⊂ C m \R m , the density converges uniformly with an error term of O(e −λ K N ), where λ K is a constant that depends only on K.
Note that for z ∈ C m \R m , the argument of the log is less than 1, and λ z is positive. The formula for E γcx (Z h m,N (z) ) is a special case of a result in [EK95] , and is a very simple function:
The formula for E γ real (Z h m,N (z) ) is very complicated, but, by this theorem, we know that [BSZ00a] , the authors use the Poincaré-Lelong formula to find a formula for the density of zeros and correlations between zeros. In [Mac09] , we used this same approach to prove Theorem 1.
1.2. Density of Critical Points. In [DSZ04] , Douglas, Shiffman, and Zelditch study the critical points of a holomorphic section of a line bundle over a complex manifold, motivated by applications in string theory. They use a generalized Kac-Rice formula to find statistics of these complex critical points, namely the density of critical points and correlations between critical points. In this paper, we study complex critical points of a random polynomial with real coefficients and generalize the result in Theorem 1 of [Mac09] to the density of critical points of a random SO(m + 1) polynomial. More precisely, let
where the c J 's are independent complex random variables, where the random vector
, has associated measure dγ, and where we are using standard multi-index notation. Let dγ cx and dγ real be as defined in (2), and let
be the critical points of h. We prove the following: Theorem 2. We have
for all z ∈ C m \R m , where λ z is a positive constant depending continuously on z. The explicit formula for λ z is
Also, on compact sets K ⊂ C m \R m , the convergence is uniform with an error term of O(e −λ K N ), where λ K is a constant that depends only on K.
In other words, at any point away from R m , the expected density of critical points in the real coefficients case rapidly approaches the expected density of critical points in the complex coefficients case as N gets large. Note that λ z in (7) and (4) are the same.
Finding the density of critical points of h is equivalent to finding the density of simultaneous zeros of the m partial derivatives of h, or in other words, the density of zeros of
apply when m ≥ 2. We instead use a generalized Kac-Rice formula for real systems similar to that used in [DSZ04] . If m = 1, h is a polynomial in one variable and has just one partial derivative, so there is no problem with dependent partial derivatives and we can follow the Poincaré-Lelong method in [Mac09] .
1.
3. An exact formula in one variable. In one variable, both E γ real (C h m,N (z) ) and E γcx (C h m,N (z) ) are simple enough to write down. We consider the polynomial
where z ∈ C, where the c j 's are independent complex random variables, and where the complex random vector (c ) ∈ C N has associated measure dγ. Let dγ real and dγ cx be as defined in (2), with m = 1. The critical points of h correspond to the zeros of
Using the Poincaré-Lelong formula, we can show that
We can also write
whereẼ N (z) is some "error term," and we can show that
The steps used to obtain (9), (10), and (11) are very similar to the steps used in Section 2 of [Mac09] , and we omit the details here.
1.4. A scaling limit formula in one variable. Consider the scaling limit of the density,
Using (9), (10), (11), and (12), we get
The formulas (11) and (13) are similar to the corresponding formulas in [Mac09] . However, note that (11) does not have the same symmetries as the unscaled density of zeros in [Mac09] . Also, in [Mac09] , the author shows that the scaled density of zeros tends linearly towards the real line and depends only on y = Im z :
for y near 0. For critical points, we still have that K ∞ γ real (z) tends linearly toward zero as we approach the real line, but because of the additional 1+z 2 1+|z| 2 term in (13), the scaled density of critical points is no longer a function of only y = Im z:
for y near 0. In Figure 1 .4, we plot (13) along the imaginary axis, where we have the 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and state three intermediate results we will need to prove the main theorem. In Sections 3-5 we prove these intermediate results. Finally, in Section 6, we use the three results to prove Theorem 2.
Some notation, and 3 intermediate results
We first consider a complex random polynomial h m,N : C m → C of the form h m,N (z) = as described in (6). The following multi-index notation is being used:
Instead of studying the critical points of this random polynomial h, we could equivalently study the zeros of (f 1,N , . .., f m,N ) : C m → C m , where f q,N is a complex polynomial of the form
We'll consider f q,N (z) as a function from R 2m to R 2m , use the fact that
where f q = f 
Note also that since f 
and likewise,
In light of (15), (16), and (17), we can choose a new basis and writê
where d m = m(m + 1)/2. Below, ξ will always refer to the matrix,ξ to the vector, andξ to the complex conjugate of the vectorξ.
Let ∆ γ be the covariance matrix of X ξ ∈ R 2m+2dm with respect to γ. We can write ∆ γ in block form as
where 1 ≤ q, q ≤ 2m, and 1 ≤ j, j ≤ 2d m . Let Λ 
We now state three results which will be used to prove the theorem. In the first result, we reduce finding E γ (C h ) to finding a term we call E Λγ (det ξ).
Lemma 2.1 (Using the Kac-Rice formula). We have
Next, we use Wick's formula to write E Λγ (det ξ) in terms of entries of Λ γ .
Lemma 2.2 (Using the Wick formula). E
, where φ(Λ γ ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in the entries of Λ γ .
Finally, we show that Λ γ real and Λ γcx differ by an exponentially small term.
Proposition 2.3 (A relationship between the real and complex Gaussian cases)
.
where λ z is given by the same formula as (7).
In the next three sections, we prove these results. In the last section, we use these results to finish of the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Lemma 2.1 -Using the Kac-Rice formula
Note that because of Cauchy Riemann equations, det ξ is positive, and det ξξ T = det ξ. By the Kac-Rice formula for a system of real functions, we have
where D γ (X,ξ; z) is the Gaussian density in 2m + 2d m real variables given by
Recall that in (18), we wrote ∆ γ in block form. Note that we can also write A γ , B γ , and C γ in block form as
(21)
(23) 
where 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ m, and 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ m. Now, using the fact that for D γ (0,ξ; z) only the lower right block of ∆ −1 γ matters, we can write
We have also used the fact that det ∆ γ = det A γ det Λ γ . We now have
Proof of Lemma 2.2 -Using the Wick formula
We now want to evaluate E Λγ (det ξ) using the Wick formula, which states that if X 1 , . . . , X 2m are jointly Gaussian random variables, then
where the sum is over partitions of {1, ..., 2m} into disjoint pairs {i q , j q }. First we write
where σ is a permutation, and where the second sum is over partitions of {1, ..., 2m} into disjoint pairs {i q , j q }. Note that terms of the form
are actually entries of Λ γ . So we have written E Λγ (det ξ) as a sum of products of m entries in Λ γ . More specifically, we have that
where φ(Λ γ ) is a homogeneous polynomial in the entries of Λ γ .
Proof of Proposition 2.3 -A relationship between the real and complex Gaussian cases
Suppose now that we have the measures dγ cx and dγ real as defined in (2). Note that dγ cx corresponds to the standard complex Gaussian coefficients case, where we are considering h m,N (z) = where c J = a J + i0 is a standard real Gaussian random variable.
We now state four lemmas we need to prove the proposition. Each result is a variation on the following theme: on C m \ R m , E γcx (·) (1 + z · z) N and E γ real (·) (1 + z · z) N are either equal, or differ by an exponentially small term O(e −λzN ).
The following are true for all q, q , p, p :
Proof. We prove just (1), and the rest are proved similarly. For (1) we have
since E γ real (a J a K ) = 1, when J = K, and is zero otherwise. We can then write
The results (2) and (3) in Lemma 5.1 can be proved similarly by definingz and pulling the derivatives outside the sum as we did in (26).
Lemma 5.2. We have for all q, q , p, p :
Proof. We again prove just (1). We have
since E γcx (c J c K ) = 1, when J = K, and is zero otherwise. Likewise, since
, and since E γ real (a J a K ) = 1 when J = K and is zero otherwise, we have
By pulling the derivatives outside the sum as we did in (26), (2) and (3) can be proved similarly.
Using the results of the previous lemmas, we have, for all q, q , p, p :
Similar results hold for f (f q − f q ), and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we have
for all z ∈ C m \ R m . Statements (2) and (3) could be proved similarly, noting that f q is holomorphic and
Using the Lemma 5.3, we get the following results:
Lemma 5.4. We have
Proof. From 20 we have
and using Lemma 5.3, we get that (27) equals
q,q E γcx (f 
Proof of Theorem 2
By Lemma 2.1 we have
Note that from (25) we can see that each term in the homogeneous polynomial E Λγ real (det ξ) = φ(Λ γ real ) has m factors, each of which is an element of Λ γ real , and likewise for E Λγ cx (det ξ). This fact, along with Proposition 2.3, gives
and from (28) and (29) we have
Also note that A γ is a 2m × 2m matrix, so each term in det A γ has 2m factors, each of which is an element of A γ . Using this fact and Lemma 5.4, we have
and (30) and (31) give
Simplifying (32) further and using Lemma 2.1 again gives us = E γcx (C h N (z) ) + O(e −λzN ).
